‘Shaping the Water Path’ by
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Review by Alison Craig
Shaping the Water Path is Morelle Smith’s first collection
since 2014, and marks a return to the publisher, diehard,
with whom she published Deepwater Terminal in 1998 and
The Ravens and the Lemon Tree in 2008. Diehard prides
itself in keeping poetry accessible, so this collection retails
at just £5, about half the price or less than you would pay for
other poetry collections. I applaud diehard’s philosophy, and
can say that this is a lovely volume, outside and in!
Smith is a travel writer as well as a poet, and travel and place strongly informs
this collection. She has a clever way of finding places as the people who live in
them will find them, as an observer and not as a tourist at all. And place can also
be people, weather, and the life of all kinds that inhabits our natural world. The
touch of this expert is a light one.

Shaping the Water Path is divided into four sections, bringing together poems of
Scotland, of Chester and Wales, of Further Travel and including a short section of
prose poems. The collection starts in Scotland, from Edinburgh, Eildon Hill and a
weather-place called ‘Last Flurry,’ before journeying to Chester and Llandudno,
and on to Dublin, France, Poland, Ukraine, Hungary, Greece, Cyprus, Kosovo and
Albania. It might seem like a whirlwind, put like that, but we’re safe in Smith’s
hands, and the journey beautifully paced. It is also, int1㌹呣⁅吊䉔䰨and⤠ⴲ㠠⁅爠䉔‴㈮㔲〠㈳㝷䨠‶㈠⠀ꌀ

the body’, but also hope in ‘a power we recognise’. We can feel the breathlessness
when the wind hits our nostrils, the drawing in of breath when we can. In ‘Flight
Paths’, the geese are ‘black wriggling points against / the blue of the sky, a liquid
thread of writing’. This one made me look up, and realise how much time we
might spend in our own eye-line. Finally in this section, ‘Storm Gods of the North;

and about belonging, as much as they are about place. We visit cities and
countries – Dublin, Budapest, Paris, Kosovo, Ukraine – and there’s a sense of
walking, of pacing out these places, finding history – with its war and destruction
– in our steps and bringing it together with the present. In the end, we are
‘civilized’ by our knowing of place, its history, its buildings and its people.
In’Labyrinth in Larnaca’, a poem of just fourteen lines, is what seems to me a final
summation:
Like everybody else so I imagine
I’m looking for the moment that will stop me
in my tracks – that’s not composed
of time, passage and change.
Since I know that it exists,
I look in warehouses, lockups …
… and not, supremely not,
in the hidden, tucked away back alleys
of the human heart.
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